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WHAT’S GOING ON...

- Inside the world’s largest democracy
- Asia’s emerging power and third largest economy
- Get a fix on India’s external relations, foreign policy priorities and its ambitions to shape the global agenda. Ideas and Debates that shape India
India Writes Network (www.indiawrites.org) is India’s leading portal and e-magazine-journal that opens new windows into India’s global relationships and its emergence as an international player. India Writes, an independent venture of TGII Media Private Limited, is focused on international affairs and the India Story, with special focus on China, Africa and emerging powers. It provides value-added news articles, analyses and lively commentaries about this emerging country that is navigating its way to national resurgence and renewal. The website has carved a niche for itself through its detailed reporting of India’s external relations and providing big-picture analysis of topical issues concerning India and its multifarious connections with the world. Well-known foreign policy experts, scholars and analysts have written for the online publication. Eminent authors, strategy gurus and newsmakers have been interviewed by India Writes Network.

Promoting a dialogue of ideas and exchange of perspectives between countries and cultures is the defining philosophy of India Writes Network, which is reflected in its motto: ‘Connecting India and the World’. The website has a special section on China/India-China relations entitled ‘China Connect.’ TGII is in the process of bringing out a magazine-journal, exclusively focused on India-China relations.

India Writes Network/TGII Media Private Limited has been founded and led by Manish Chand, a well-known foreign affairs analyst and a senior journalist with over two decades in the profession. TGII team comprises well-connected senior journalists, analysts and a global network of experts and writers.
PUBLISHING

TGII provides clients full-spectrum services in publishing and editing magazines, journals, corporate and trade publications. We have a team of highly qualified professionals, including editors, writers, designers and illustrators. We also offer consultancy in conceptualising and developing websites and other digital services. We work closely with the client in conceptualising the publication, in sync with high production values.

AFRICA INSIGHTS

The unfolding resurgence of Africa and India has put the global focus on the multi-faceted partnership between the two growth poles of the world. Follow our ‘Africa Insights’ section for reports and analyses on key developments in dynamic relations which are crystallised in the India-Africa summit process.

RESEARCH/CONSULTANCY

TGII provides special reports and consultancy on issues related to India’s international affairs, public policy, economy and cultural diplomacy. TGII organises conferences, research work, in-depth reports and issue briefs on international relations, with special focus on Emerging Powers, Africa/India-Africa relations, China/India-China relations and India-US relations. The consultancy caters to think tanks, ministries, embassies, trade bodies, cultural organisations, and also provide them logistical and conceptual support in organising conferences and seminars.

India-China Insights

The simultaneous rise of India and China has opened up new possibilities for fructifying an Asian century. Follow our ‘China Connect’ section (www.indiawrites.org/category/china-connect/) for reports, analysis and features on developments and trends unfolding in Asia’s two leading economies and emerging powers. India-China Insights is planned as a magazine-journal that will act as a knowledge and ideational bridge by cohering perspectives and contributions from diverse stakeholders, including academics, journalists, corporates/business leaders, NGOs and the youth of the two countries.

Content Syndication

India Writes Network has launched the content syndication service that provides media outlets and think tanks big-picture articles on latest developments in India, cutting across the spectrum. We also provide customised articles and reports to clients on issues relating to India’s international relations, economy and public policy.
TGiII / India Writes Network has carved a distinction for making documentaries and short films/videos on a diverse range of subjects. We specialise in videos/films on international relations, culture, tourism and corporate films. These videos can be accessed at www.indiawrites.org.

CONTACT US

E-MAIL
editor@indiawrites.org

FEEDBACK
Share your views at editor@indiawrites.org

SUBSCRIBE
If you wish to subscribe to customised weekly/monthly digital e-books of India Writes Network, write to: indiawritesconnect@gmail.com. For latest posts/updates, log onto indiawrites.org and click SUBSCRIBE.

ADVERTISE
TGII provides reasonable cost-effective deals to marketers and advertisers. For advertising/sponsorship enquiries on indiawrites.org, contact Ms Shweta Chand at indiawritesconnect@gmail.com/shwetachand4@gmail.com Phone No.: + 91-120-4347131, + 91-9654980376
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